High fidelity computational modeling and optimization of aircraft has the potential to allow engineers to produce more efficient designs, requiring fewer unforeseen design modifications late in the design process. In order for the optimization algorithm to generate a useful design, all the relevant physics must be considered, including flutter. This is especially important for the high-fidelity aerostructural optimization of commercial aircraft, which is likely to result in wing designs that are prone to flutter. To address this issue, we develop a flutter constraint formulation suitable for gradient-based optimization. This paper investigates the feasibility of using a Doublet-Lattice Method (DLM) based flutter constraint for high-fidelity aerostructural optimization. An efficient non-iterative root finding method is developed to compute the flutter eigenvalues from a generalized eigenvalue problem, based on the p-k flutter equation. A mode tracking scheme is implemented at two levels that successfully tracks the mode migration. An effective constraint curve is then developed to define the flutter free flight envelope, in addition to preventing discontinuities in the flutter constraint. This method allows for minimum flutter velocity to be specified implicitly. The Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) function is used to aggregate the difference of the flutter damping eigenvalues and the constraint curve into a single value that is then used in an optimization. We compute accurate and efficient derivatives of the constraint value with respect to structural sizing variables, as well as wing planform variables. Derivatives are computed using a combination of analytic and automatic differentiation methods in reverse (adjoint) and validated using the complex-step method. To study the behavior of the flutter constraint using this method, we perform a design space analysis and optimize an idealized wing (flat plate) of a rectangular planform.
I. Introduction
Aircraft design often requires high-fidelity computational modeling and optimization to accurately model all the relevant physical behavior. This is necessary to develop effective designs and to reduce the occurrence of unforeseen design modifications during the later stages of development. In particular, for transonic wing design, the simultaneous optimization of both the aerodynamic design and the internal structure can yield significant reductions in fuel burn. However, all the relevant physics must be represented in the optimization problem in order to generate a physically realizable design. For example, previous optimization results carried out by Kenway et al. [1, 2, 3, 4] , without flutter constraints, produced wings with large aspect ratios as shown in Fig. 1 . Such configurations are prone to flutter, which calls into question the usefulness of the results.
Since flutter is a safety and certification-critical phenomenon, it is important to be able to account for it early in the design process. Conservative design approaches may lead to excessively stiff and hence heavy designs, while unconstrained optimization approaches, such as those shown in Fig. 1 , may lead to excessively flexible wings. Further, it is not unusual for flutter issues to be identified only at the final design and flight testing stages, at which point design changes are very costly. Therefore, we seek to model the flutter characteristics of the aircraft and account for them in the optimization process.
In previous work [5] , the authors developed and implemented an efficient flutter constraint to be used in a highfidelity, gradient-based aerostructural optimization. Derivatives of the constraint were obtained efficiently using a combination of analytic methods and Automatic Differentiation (AD) in reverse (adjoint) and were shown to be accurate [5] . Further, since planform is expected to change in the optimization process, no assumptions or simplifications are made on the mode shapes, unlike in other work, where fixed mode derivatives are employed [6, 7, 8] . Here, the mode shapes are taken to be functions of the design variables and are differentiated accordingly.
However, as illustrated in previous work [5] with a simple flat plate problem optimization, the determinant iterative root finding method, is not well suited for optimization, even for the simplest problems. Challenges encountered in previous work can be summarized as:
1. If an eigenvalue changes rapidly with increasing velocity the method might converge to non-structural root, or an aerodynamic lag root, due to a large step size in velocity. This is believed to be the problem moving from slice A to slice B, shown in the top plot of Fig. 2 . This issue can be mitigated to some extent by substantially increasing the number of velocities analyzed, thus increasing computational burden.
2. If two eigenvalues have similar or same imaginary parts the determinant iterative method can "lock" onto an incorrect eigenvalue. This may cause discontinuity in the aggregated values which poses a big challenge for the optimizer. This issue was frequently observed in previous work and is shown in Fig. 2 at slice B. The determinant iterative method offers no direct way of tracking each mode. Substantially increasing the number of velocity points analyzed may sometimes alleviate this issue, although it would increase the computational burden if large number of modes and velocities are needed for the flutter analysis.
3. Further, the determinant iterative method offers no direct way of tracking two real roots that emerge from a bifurcated root where the imaginary part vanishes. Its only capable of tracking as many modes as there are structural modes. It therefore picks the first branch it finds. This issue is highlighted in Fig. 2 at slice C where the diverging branch is picked up over the more stable branch (not shown) that should continue onward to more stable (negative) damping values for higher velocities.
The purpose of this paper is to address the aforementioned issues with a more robust flutter analysis method and mode tracking and an improved flutter constraint formulation. As before, we implement accurate and efficient [5] for a flat plate geometry showing discontinuities appearing in the constraint values (top plot) at slices A, B and, C when varying the aspect ratio. Damping and frequency plots are shown as well for slices A, B and, C. At slice B the determinant iterative method is unable to distinguish between the two flutter eigenvalues and predicts the same value twice for the two different modes, as shown in the corresponding damping and frequency plots for slice B. Similarly the determinant iterative method is incapable of tracking both real roots that emerge from a bifurcation and "locks" onto either branch. 1 ≤ AR ≤ 6, was sampled with 256 points with a fixed thickness.
sensitivities of the proposed methodology to enable efficient optimization. The paper can be outlined as follows. In Section II we introduce the methods and tools implemented in order to perform efficient flutter analysis as well as give the formulation of a continuous flutter constraint suitable for gradient based optimization. In Section III sensitivities of the flutter constraint are discussed and verified. The proposed methodology is then applied in Section IV to the same rectangular wing planform which is analyzed and then optimized. Section V concludes the paper with a discussion and comparison of the proposed method and previously implemented method.
II. Methods
There are several techniques and components necessary to enable flutter computations. Figure 3 gives a highlevel overview of the overall flutter analysis process. The green boxes represent processes or components and are all developed in-house. The off-diagonal terms are the variables that are passed between components. In the following section we will outline the major characteristics of these components. Figure 3 . XDSM [9] of the proposed flutter analysis process and constraint formulation.
Geometric Parametrization
The wing shape is parametrized using a Free Form Deformation volume (FFD) approach [10] . This method has also been used with great success in computer graphics to deform solid geometries [11] . In this approach the geometry of interest is embedded within an FFD volume, which can be deformed using a number of control points. To create full-wing design variables such as span or sweep, the control points can be grouped together. Using this method, the structural and the aerodynamic meshes, X S , X A respectively, can be handled the same way, minimizing the effort needed to update the internal structure as the optimizer changes the aerodynamic surface. A simple example of an FFD is shown in Fig. 4 where the red points represent the control points and the black lines connecting them represents the outer edges of the volume.
Finite Element Analysis Solver
The structural solver for this work is the Toolkit for the Analysis of Composite Structures (TACS) [12, 13] . TACS is a parallel finite-element solver with the capability to handle poorly conditioned problems, which is common in work involving thin-walled structures typically found in transport aircraft. For such cases, the stiffness matrix condition numbers may exceed O(10 9 ), but through the use of a Schur-complement based parallel direct solver, TACS is able to effectively solve these poorly conditioned problems. Sensitivities of structural functions of interest are also computed efficiently using the adjoint method with respect to structural and geometric design parameters. Load and displacement transfer scheme used here is the rigid link approach, which follows the work of Brown [14] . In this approach, rigid links are used to extrapolate the displacements from the structural surface to the aerodynamic surface.
Doublet Lattice Method
The doublet-lattice method (DLM) [15] consists of a lifting surface method that is formulated in the frequency domain. The DLM is based on the vortex-lattice method (VLM) where the VLM is extended to harmonically oscillating surfaces where a flat wake is assumed. A substantial body of literature exists on the DLM. An excellent reference worth mentioning is the work done by Blair [16] . The DLM has been widely adopted in the aeroelastic community and has been a valuable tool for the flutter analysis of subsonic aircraft. Commercial software tools such as MSC/Nastran have adopted the DLM [17] . In this work the implementation is based in part on the method of Albano and Rodden [15] , and the extension by Rodden et al. [18] .
Flutter Analysis
In this work, we use a pk type flutter analysis that takes the following form,
where p = g + ik is the eigenvalue (non-dimensional Laplace parameter s where p = (b/U )s = (b/U )(σ + iω)), g is the non-dimensional aerodynamic damping, and k is the reduced frequency.ū is the eigenvector in terms of structural degrees of freedom, U is the flow velocity, b is the semi reference chord and M, C, K, F aero (ik) are the mass, damping, stiffness, and aerodynamic matrices respectively, and are functions of the design variables x. The mass and stiffness matrices are real and symmetric and the damping matrix is real and usually taken to be symmetric as well. Note that the aerodynamic forces are purely oscillatory (no damping) and are a nonlinear function of k. The aerodynamic forces can be written as
where q ∞ = 1/2ρ ∞ U 2 is the dynamic pressure [19] . Following Rodden et al. [20] the aerodynamic forces can be split into real and imaginary parts, A = A R + iA I , in order to improve the approximation of the damping. Further, assuming small damping, p/ik ≈ 1, we can write the forces as
Equation (4.1) can then be written as
Using the trivial expression
where I is the identity matrix, the now can write it on a state space form (substituting u =ūe pt )
Note that all matrices are real, but due to non-symmetric nature of the aerodynamic loads, Eq. (4.6) is a generalized nonlinear eigenvalue problem, resulting in complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Reduced Eigenproblem
Solving Eq. (4.4) (or Eq. (4.6)) is prohibitive for any realistic structure due to the size of the matrices. Instead, a modal approach is adopted here where small number of natural mode shapes from the free vibration problem are used to reduce the computational effort of Eq. (4.4) by casting it into a small number of generalized degrees of freedom. The reduced mode shapes are the eigenvectors of the free vibration problem. Assuming simple harmonic motion u =ūe iωt :
where ω i ,ū i are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors or natural modes and mode shapes, respectively. To obtain the lowest natural modes and mode shapes, Equation (4.7) is solved using a shift and invert Lanczos method previously developed [5] . The Lanczos algorithm uses an M-orthonormal subspace, written as V m ∈ R n×m , such that V T m MV m = I m , where n is the size of the square mass and stiffness matrices, and m the size of the subspace chosen. We use an expensive, but effective, full-orthonormalization procedure (Gram-Schmidt) that enforces M-orthonormality. The Lanczos implementation is shown to produce good approximation and has verified using the commercial software MSC/Nastran [20] . For more details on the method, we refer the reader to [5] . The natural mode shapesū are then computed from the constructed subspace V m . Theū i , ∀ i = 1, . . . , r < m, are then collected in the matrix Q r ∈ R n×r . These eigenvectors are M-orthonormal, such that Q T r MQ r = I r . To obtain good approximations for the first r number of natural modes and mode shapes, the subspace size m is chosen to be at least m > 2r. Introducing the generalized coordinates,ū = Q rq , the reduced generalized eigenproblem can now be written as
where the reduced generalized matrices take the form:
Note that A r has no sparsity structure and is a dense matrix in general, while M r and K r are diagonal. The structural damping can be approximated by Rayleigh damping, C r = αM r + βK r [21] , similarly as in [6] , but is omitted here for simplicity. The reduced generalized eigenvalue problem is solved with LAPACK [22] .
Non-iterative Flutter Solution Method
In flutter analysis when solving Eq. (4.8), iterative procedures are commonly applied since the aerodynamic matrix depends on the reduced frequency k, the imaginary part of eigenvalue p. One such procedure is the determinant iteration [19] as used in the authors previous work [5] . Another popular method is found in commercial software such as MSC/Nastran [17, 20] , where an eigenvalue problem is solved based on an assumed reduced frequency k. The resulting eigenvalue for the mode under study is identified and compared to the assumed reduced frequency k. If the difference exceeds some predefined tolerance the iteration continues with the imaginary part of the new eigenvalue used as the reduced frequency k = (p) to compute new aerodynamic loads. As summarized in Section I, the aforementioned methods may experience convergence issues as well as converge to incorrect values. For example if two eigenvalues are close to each other, i.e. when the imaginary component (frequency) of the two modes is close or numerically identical, an incorrect mode may be picked up and iterated on. This will result in mode hopping, such that a discontinuity may appear in the damping. Another related issue is when the flutter eigenvalue changes rapidly with dynamic pressure which can result in convergence issues or in an incorrect eigenvalue being picked up.
Furthermore, these methods do not distinguish aerodynamic lag roots from structural modes. If an aerodynamic lag roots become unstable, these methods may converge to the lag root over the structural mode or not converge at all. Neither of the aforementioned methods are able to add or remove aerodynamic roots as they appear when dynamic pressure is incremented. A more sophisticated root finding method is thus needed.
In a gradient based optimization setting, robustness of analysis methods, continuity, and smoothness of functions of interest are of the utmost importance. Thus, a flutter method that mitigates the aforementioned issues of convergence and damping discontinuities is chosen carefully. In this work we implement a non-iterative method proposed by van Zyl [23] . A similar method is also proposed by Chen [24] . The van Zyl method is outlined here: 
The blue mode is complex throughout the reduced frequency sweep and has only one root at k = k 3 . An iterative method, such as the determinant iteration, would have issues converging to k = k 1 and would converge to k = k 2 . Similar behavior is noted in [25] where the iterative method converges to a real root when it should have converged to oscillatory complex root. Furthermore, the non-iterative method places no limit on the number of roots that can be found.
Mode Tracking Method
In order to prevent mode swapping or mode hopping, the modes must be tracked at two stages in the analysis process:
1. During the reduced frequency sweep, which finds all the roots for a given dynamic pressure q i 2. During the migration of the modes between dynamic pressure increments q i and q i+1
In this work the modes are tracked using the mode tracking method of [26] . The tracking of the modes during second stage, the mode migration, is more challenging and requires extra care. This is due to the fact that new modes can show up, as well as disappear. A correlation metric is implemented to determine if the dynamic pressure increment is too big. If the increment is too big, the dynamic pressure step is halved until its either accepted, moving on to the next dynamic pressure, or fails due to being halved too often, which is controlled by a minimum allowed dynamic pressure increment. In case of failure where minimum increment is reached, the roots are accepted and the dynamic pressure is incremented using a normal step-size.
Code Verification
Here we present a brief verification study of the methods used in our flutter analysis. The computation of natural modes and mode shapes using the Lanczos method were verified in [5] . Table 1 shows that the natural modes computed by the current implementation compare very well to MSC/Nastran, where the first 10 modes are withing 3% relative difference.
Verification of the flutter analysis code is performed using the flat plate geometry presented in Section IV. Specifically, in Fig. 6 we compare the flutter eigenvalues of the first 10 modes with MSC/Nastran. Overall trends of our implementation are good although some discrepancy is present. The first bifurcation is predicted at a very similar velocity but the flutter point of current implementation seems to be predicted at slightly higher velocities than what MSC/Nastran predicts. For higher velocities, the bifurcation velocity for the flutter mode is different between the two codes. Another interesting difference is that MSC/Nastran seems to confuse the damping values of the flutter bifurcated mode with the previously bifurcated root, whereas the current implementation shows no such issue. Figure 6b Reduced Frequency k (p) shows fewer differences between the two codes and overall trend is good. The frequency values predicted for all modes of the given velocity range are very similar in numerical value except the previously mentioned bifurcation of the fluttering mode. Note that the load and displacement transfer scheme used in MSC/Nastran is the FPS scheme [17] . This is different compared to current implementation and thus may cause some discrepancy between the two implementations. 
Flutter Constraint Formulation
A critical aspect in constraint formulation is the constraint smoothness, which is paramount in gradient-based optimization. Jonsson et al. [27] discuss many of the considerations that are necessary to formulate an efficient and continuous flutter constraint suited for a gradient-based optimization framework. Here a short summary of those considerations is also given. A naive or a simple approach is to specify the flutter point directly. This is defined as the flutter speed or dynamic pressure at which the wing flutters, that is, one of the modes becomes unstable [28] . However, enforcing the flutter point may introduce discontinuities in the constraint value between two consecutive design iterations x i and x i+1 . For instance, a discontinuity is observed when mode switching occurs or a hump mode becomes active at a significantly lower velocity. Additional steps are required to ensure a continuous constraint.
In the case of mode switching, as shown in Fig. 7a , two modes (showing only damping values) switch being the unstable mode, that is, the mode with the lowest dynamic pressure. This can cause discontinuity in the predicted flutter point, which is C 1 discontinuous at best, and thus poses a challenge to gradient-based optimizers [29] . The imaginary part of the eigenvalue (frequency) also switches and in many cases the frequencies coalesce, causing a mode to become unstable. A more serious problem is when a hump mode is present and it becomes the unstable mode, as shown in Fig. 7b . The constraint value experiences a C 0 discontinuity, which poses a serious problem to gradient-based optimizers.
Techniques exist to mitigate these problems and are summarized by Stanford et al. [30] . Frequency-separation constraints proposed by Langthjem and Sugiyama [31] and also by Odaka and Furuya [32] can be used to prevent the mode switching by enforcing the critical mode to remain the same. For a hypothetical system, this approach is shown in Fig. 8 (left) . The disadvantage of this method is that for a system with N m modes, N m − 2 constraints are needed (expecting two modes to coalesce, hence no constraint is needed for two modes). Further, specifying the unstable mode may over-constrain the optimization process. A more serious flaw with this approach is the possibility of a hump mode becoming active is still present.
Other techniques exist to handle both mode switching and hump modes. One approach is to enforce the damping of each eigenvalue to remain below a preset bounding curve. Such bounding curve is proposed by Hajela [33] , Ringertz [29] , and later Stanford et al. [7, 34] . The boundary curve, G(U ) shown in Fig. 8 , spans the operating conditions of interest from wind-off to some maximum velocity. The area above the curve is now defined as the unstable region and no modes should cross into that region. This approach mitigates the aforementioned issues and has further benefits: 1) No constraint is placed on the flutter point itself, so there is no need to compute it explicitly, but it can be set implicitly, 2) Modes that become unstable abruptly (hard flutter) and have steeper slope than the boundary are handled as well. In this work we use a boundary shape proposed by Stanford et al. [34, 8] which is a modified version of a boundary proposed by Ringertz [29] . The boundary is defined as
where g * < 0 rad/s, U * > 0 m/s, and β > 0 rad · s/m 2 are chosen based on the criteria of the problem at hand. Note that here the coefficients are given in dimensional form, e.g. g * , β, but they can be given in non-dimensional form as well. Similarly, for U which could be replaced with density, dynamic pressure, or equivalent airspeed. Figure 9 illustrates the boundary where we have chosen g * = −2 rad/s, U * = 20 m/s, and β = 3 rad · s/m 2 as an example. The flutter constraint is then written as
where, N U , N m are the total number of velocity increments and modes, respectively. The damping, g ij = (p ij ) has to be less than G(U i ) for every mode j at every velocity of interest i. Thus, for stability of the system we require,
In case the boundary is not used, G(U i ) = 0, such that, g G,ij = g ij ≤ 0 ∀ i, j, which simply enforces all damping values to be less than zero. 
Flutter Constraint Aggregation
Although the above approach mitigates the discontinuity issues, it requires one to apply a constraint for each velocity increment and mode. Thus, N U velocity increments and N m modes results in N m N U constraints, increasing the total number of constraints dramatically. In these circumstances, the active set method could be used. This consists of considering the full set of points but, based on the constraint value, reducing them to a smaller set before evaluating derivatives. This approach was applied by Ringertz [29] .
An alternate approach to reduce the number of constraints was proposed by Haftka [35] , who suggested replacing parametric constraints by minimum-value constraints. This reduces the number of constraints to the total number of modes for the entire flight envelope.
To reduce the large number of constraints using the proposed method, we apply a different approach. The Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser (KS) function [36, 37, 38] can be used to aggregate constraints into a single composite function. The KS function is C 1 continuous and gives a conservative estimate of the maximum for a given set of constraints. The KS function can be written as:
where g(x) is a set of constraints at a design point x and ρ KS is the KS parameter. This parameter can be used as a buffer or tolerance and is analogous to a penalty parameter used in constrained optimization. As ρ KS → ∞ the KS function approaches the true maximum, but too large a value can cause sharp changes in the gradient. In this work ρ KS = 30 is chosen based on experience. To avoid numerical difficulties due to overflow we use an alternate form of the KS function
where g max (x) is the maximum of all constraints evaluated at current design x and is taken to be constant. As for the value, the first derivative with respect to the design variables x of both forms should be equal, subject to finite precision arithmetic,
Note that the KS function is indifferent to the order of the constraints in the aggregate. Here, we apply the KS function twice in a sequence, once for each mode over all velocities resulting in N m KS constraints values, then over all the modes resulting in a single constraint value,
Although aggregating all damping values into a single constraint hides information from the optimizer this allows for any number of modes to show up in the analysis process. In general we only need to know if any one mode is violating the constraint boundary. For the geometry under investigation to be flutter free the double aggregated KS value has to be less than zero, indicating that the constraint is inactive.
Optimization Algorithm
The optimization package used in this work is SNOPT (Sparse Nonlinear OPTimizer) [39] . SNOPT is a gradient based optimizer that implements a sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm. SNOPT uses an augmented Lagrangian merit function, and the Hessian of the Lagrangian is approximated using a quasi-Newton approach. This optimizer is designed to perform well for optimization problems featuring many sparse nonlinear constraints and it requires a low number of function calls. SNOPT is wrapped with a sparse implementation of pyOpt [40] .
III. Derivative Implementation
To produce accurate gradient information, the process presented in Fig. 3 uses a combination of the adjoint method, analytic as well as automatic differentiation (AD). The derivatives in direct (forward) mode are presented in figure  Fig. 10 We now describe the derivative approach used in this work.
Automatic Differentiation (AD)
Automatic differentiation, also known as algorithmic differentiation, is a well established method that systematically applies the differentiation chain rule to source code. This method uses source transformation tools that takes in the original computer program, augments it, and generates a new code, such that it computes the analytical derivatives along with the original program [41, 42] . Two modes exist, the forward mode and the reverse mode. For a generic system with scalar input x and output y we can write it as:
where the arrows represent the flow of information, the box represents the system or a function. The forward mode, know as the tangent, is denoted with a dot( ) over the variable. Given some small variations on the input (independent) variables x we can compute the resulting variations of the output (dependent) variables y. The Jacobian matrix J contains the partial derivatives of each dependent variable y j with respect to each independent variable x i . The forward mode thus computes dy = Jdx for each given dx or
Conversely the reverse mode, known as the adjoint, is denoted by a bar( ) over the variable. The order of operations reverses and we compute the transposed Jacobian product dx = J * dy for each given dy or
In other words, the gradient of the independent variable is a linear combination of the variation in the dependent variable. This is a very important observation particularly in the case with fewer output variables than input variables. Since many aerodynamic optimization formulations contain many more design variables than outputs of interest (or n x >> n I ) we use the reverse mode or the adjoint mode in order to obtain the derivatives as efficiently as possible. The AD source-transformation tool, Tapenade [43, 44] is used in this work.
Flutter Derivatives
A simplified flow of information for the flutter calculation, obtaining derivatives in forward and reverse mode can be written as:
where K, M are the stiffness and mass matrices, and Q r are the reduced natural modes shapes. p is the complex flutter eigenvalues for all modes and velocities and g G are the damping values once the boundary in Section 5 has been applied. The KS value is the aggregated damping values computed using the KS function defined in Eq. (5.5).
Note that in reverse the K, M matrices are not explicitly computed, but the derivatives are directly accumulated onto the design variables. Total derivatives of the flutter constraint dKS/dx is generated with a combination of AD and analytically differentiated code. Matrix operation such as LAPACK's [22] complex and real linear solves, matrix inverses, and eigenvalue solvers are not automatically differentiated, but instead must be differentiated analytically and implemented as such.
Derivative Verification
To demonstrate correct and accurate derivatives we perform a rigorous verification. Each function in the code is unit tested where sensitivities are computed using a second order central finite-difference stencil, a complex-step [45] , as well as forward, and reverse mode AD. For a function of interest I(x), the finite-difference stencil used here is
with a step-size ranging from h = 10 −3 to h = 10 −6 , depending on the function under consideration. Note that in order to get a reasonable prediction with finite-difference, a step-size study was performed to get the most accurate gradient possible. For the complex-step method the sensitivity of a function is computed as
where i = √ −1. The complex-step method does not suffer from a subtractive cancellation errors unlike the finitedifference method. The step-size can be made very small, e.g. h = 10 −40 , hence the O(h 2 ) truncation error becomes negligible.
One drawback of the complex-step method is that it cannot be used without modifying programs that already contain complex numbers and perform complex arithmetic. Such programs need to be modified such that the complex number is represented by two real numbers, one for the real part and one for the imaginary part. Complex arithmetic thus needs to be performed using manually defined functions and cannot be done using intrinsic functions. In this work, all code that uses complex number, such as the DLM and flutter analysis method, has been modified such that it utilizes only real numbers for complex calculations and is complex-step safe.
Since we have many more design variables than functions of interest I(x), we employ the adjoint or the reverse mode AD to compute the gradient used in the optimization. One technique to verify the reverse mode is to implement the forward mode as well and perform a dot product test. The forward mode and the complex-step should match close to machine precision so implementing the forward mode as well is an important step. The dot product test [46] can be written as:
This equality should be exact to machine precision.
Intermediate Derivatives
Here we present derivative results of the flutter constraint with respect to the reduced stiffness matrix K r , the aerodynamic mesh nodes X A and Q A r which are the reduced mode shapes, Q r , transferred on to the aerodynamic mesh. This includes derivatives of computation of the generalized loads and the newly developed flutter analysis code. As shown in Table 2 the reverse AD sensitivities developed match to machine precision when compared to complex-step. As expected, the second order finite difference method does not perform as well, and is sensitive to variation in step-size. In order to get the best finite difference derivative the step-size was varied from h = 10 −3 to h = 10 −7 depending on which derivative was being calculated. Table 2 . Intermediate sensitivities of the aggregated flutter constraint, KS, with respect to a single value in the reduced stiffness Kr matrix, aerodynamic mesh points X A matrix and the reduced aerodynamic mode shapes Q A r . Finite difference step size of h = 10 −6 gave overall the best results. 
Total Derivatives
Total sensitivities for a flat plate geometry presented in Section IV are given in Table 3 . These are sensitivities of the entire analysis process. As before, finite difference offers less accuracy compared to AD or complex-step despite of performing a step-size study. The step-size chosen range from h = 10 −3 to h = 10 −7 . The number of matching digits for the full derivative chain is somewhat less than what is presented in Table 2 . Once passed through the reverse implementation of TACS and the Lanczos method some accuracy appears to be lost. The reasons behind this are not obvious at this point and requires further investigation. However, similar behavior is reported in literature (c.f. Table  2 in [47] ). Accuracy of the implemented adjoint sensitivities is however sufficient for high-fidelity aerostructural optimization. Table 3 . Sensitivities of flutter constraint, KS, with respect to design variables, chord, span and plate thickness. Finite difference step size of h = 10 −3 for geometric variables (chord, span)and h = 10 −6 for structure variables gave overall the best results. IV. Flat Plate Flutter Analysis and Optimization
Baseline Model Description
The flat plate geometry shown in Fig. 4 is chosen for verification purposes due to its simplicity and short optimization turnaround. This geometry was used in previous study [5] and is repeated here for completeness. The flat plate structure, shown in red, is embedded within a larger flat aerodynamic mesh, shown in gray. The red spheres are control points of the FFD volume, which both meshes have been embedded in. The black lines connecting the spheres show the outer edges of the FFD. The structural model consists of 12 elements in the streamwise direction and 40 elements in the spanwise direction a total of 480 finite elements. The finite element used here is the MITC4 shell element. Initial element thickness is chosen to be t = 0.0012 m. The aerodynamic model consists of 12 elements in the streamwise direction and 20 elements in the spanwise direction. Material properties, dimensions, and discretization for the baseline flat plate are summarized in Table 4 . Table 4 . Flat plate mechanical properties, dimensions, and discretization of the structure and the aerodynamic surface.
Variable Symbol Value
Mechanical properties Density ρ s 2800 kg/m 3 
Modulus of elasticity
For the flat plate analysis and optimization the air density is kept fixed and the Mach number is set to zero (incompressible flow). The velocity range to be analyzed is from 2 to 15 m/s. The flight conditions are summarized in Table 5 . The aerodynamic loads generated by the DLM are generated using 50 values for the reduced frequency,k. These values are sampled non-uniformly using a quadratic or cubic stencil. In order to be consistent with previous work [5] , we apply the constraint aggregation presented in Section 5 to the first 4 flutter modes. The first r = 6 natural modes and mode shapes are computed using the Lanczos algorithm, with a subspace of size m = 20, and are used as a basis for the flutter solution. Here we present only the lowest 4. Figure 11 shows the first 4 natural mode shapes. Table 5 . Flat plate operating conditions under investigation used in the baseline analysis.
Variable Symbol Value
Operating conditions Mach 
Baseline Model Flutter Analysis
We investigate the flutter and divergence characteristics of the baseline geometry under the given operating conditions. Figure 12 shows the flutter and divergence characteristics for the baseline geometry where damping and frequency are given in dimensional units. The unstable region is highlighted in a pink color. In Fig. 12a the unstable region is the entire positive damping region. Divergence and flutter occur at U d = 13.99 and U f = 14.07 m/s, respectively. In Fig. 12b the boundary in Eq. (5.1) has been applied with g * = −1 rad/s, U * = 13 m/s, and β = 1 rad · s/m 2 . The selection of current parameters sets the minimum implicit allowable flutter speed to be 14 m/s. The boundary is shown in light gray and defines the start of the unstable damping region. The boundary divergence speed occurs at U G,d = 12.00 m/s, but the boundary flutter speed has increased and is U G,f = 14.30 m/s. Note that these are not the physical divergence or flutter velocities, but the values where modes intersect the constraint boundary G(U ). The physical flutter and divergence speeds U f , U d are the ones reported above. Frequency migration is shown in Fig. 12c . The 1 st bending mode diverges whereas the 2 nd bending is the fluttering mode.
Problem Statement
For this flat plate problem, the design variables chosen here are as follows: plate thickness of the entire plate x thickness , span x span and chord length x chord . No sweep, taper or dihedral is considered here. The objective is to maximize range using the Breguet range equation,
where R is range, V /c T is the flight speed to thrust-specific fuel consumption ratio, C L /C D is the lift to drag ratio, and W init /W final is the initial to final cruise weight ratio. For simplicity we assume that V /c T = 1, and we define the cruise weights as
where the W fixed is a fixed weight and W fuel is the fuel weight. The lift coefficient is fixed at C L = 0.5 and the drag coefficient is calculated assuming it consists only of the lift induced drag,
where the wing span efficiency factor is set to e = 1 for simplicity. AR is the aspect ratio defined as AR = b 2 /S where b is the span and S is the planform area. The range can thus be increased by reducing the drag coefficient and by reducing the weight, i.e. the thickness of the plate. The drag coefficient is reduced by increasing the aspect ratio as other parameters are fixed.
The chord and span directly affect the aspect ratio so we want to formulate the problem in terms of the aspect ratio rather than directly the chord and the span. By adding an area equality constraint we ensure that there is a link between the chord and span, allowing us to instead look at the trade-off between thickness and aspect ratio. Further, this allows for visualization, which can provide valuable information about the design space . The initial area is given in Table 4 .
We consider two scenarios, one without applying the constraint curve, and a second one where the constraint curve is active, using the same parameters as presented in the baseline analysis. In the former we require that no flutter or divergence must occur for the entire velocity range of 2-15 m/s. This case allows for higher flutter or divergence velocities but may produce a less robust wing design. For the latter case, minimum flutter or divergence speed is set implicitly by the parameters chosen for the constraint curve in the baseline analysis. The implicit minimum flutter or divergence speed is 14 m/s which is computed from the parabolic part of the constraint curve i.e. where it intersects the zero axis. Hence, the range 2-14 m/s must then be flutter and divergence free. In addition to pushing modes further into the design space making for a more robust design, it also controls how rapidly modes can flutter up until a velocity of 15 m/s, making for a more robust design.
The side constraints are as follows, chord and span are specified such that the aspect ratio is allowed to vary from 1 ≤ AR ≤ 6, and the material thickness of the plate is allowed to vary from 0.0012 ≤ t ≤ 0.0025 m. The optimization problem is summarized in Table 6 and Fig. 13 shows the flutter analysis implementation as it is applied in the optimization. Figure 13 . XDSM [9] showing the flutter constraint as applied in the optimization.
Design space analysis
Before running an optimization, its valuable to investigate the design space. A contour plot is generated by sweeping over both the aspect ratio range 1 ≤ AR ≤ 6 and the thickness range 0.0012 ≤ t ≤ 0.0025 m. A grid of 32 steps in each variable is used giving a total of 1024 points. Figure 14 shows contour plots of the objective function in the feasible design space with and without the contraint curve G(U ) active. Where the aggregated flutter constraint value is greater than zero, KS > 0, the objective function value has been blanked out, as this part of the design space is infeasible. Comparing Figs. 14a and 14b it is evident that with the constraint curve active the feasible region is smaller. Furthermore, the constraint curve results in a smoother feasible design space. The objective function is smooth with a clear maximum. By visual inspection the aspect ratio is AR * ≈ 6, with a plate thickness of t * ≈ 0.00153 m and t * ≈ 0.00165 m without and with the constraint curve active, respectively. Note that here the range is given in nondimensional units and is presented as a negative quantity, due to objective being a maximization. In these cases the maximum range is approximately -5.0 and -4.8, without and with the constraint curve active, respectively. To generate the contour, the design space is sampled using 32 points in both variables for a total of 1024 design points.
In both figures the infeasible design space consists of two disjoint regions, one with low aspect ratio, spanning the entire thickness bounds, and the second one at higher aspect ratio with relatively thin plate thickness. These regions indicate that either a mode is fluttering or has bifurcated and diverged. In order to investigate the infeasible regions further and determine the cause of these regions being infeasible, we fix the thickness of the plate to t = 0.001619 m and perform sweep over the aspect ratio 1 ≤ AR ≤ 6, using 256 points. This thickness value is chosen since it is close to the optimum thickness value. Here we perform the analysis without the constraint curve active. Inspecting Fig. 15 we observe that the aggregated constraint value is smooth and continuous, except when the wing design changes from aspect ratio 2.176 to 2.196. Another observation is at low aspect ratio the damping is positive, thus unstable. With larger aspect ratio the wing becomes stable at AR ≈ 3 and continues until AR ≈ 5 when the damping starts to increase again. This increment is investigated later. At the discontinuity, Figs. 16a and 16b show the damping and frequency migration for each design. Solid and dashed lines represent the wing design at aspect ratio 2.176 and 2.196 respectively. We observe that the damping characteristics of mode 4 seem to have changed drastically despite that the frequency changes only marginally for all modes. Other damping modes change marginally between designs, as expected.
This issue of discontinuity is due to a swap in natural mode shapes computed for each design. As the wing design changes a higher frequency natural mode approaches and then becomes lower than natural mode 4, i.e. natural mode 5 and mode 4 swap places between these two designs. The associated mode shapes also swap places between these two designs. This becomes evident in Fig. 17 where the first five natural mode shapes are shown for these two designs. Since the natural modes are applied in the computation of the generalized matrices, this affects the flutter modes directly such that a different damping behavior may appear. Another interesting observation in Fig. 16 is that mode 4 has fluttered at a very low velocity. This is believed to be caused by the insufficient DLM resolution as the reduced frequency at such low flow velocities can be large for the higher natural modes.
To investigate the increase in the aggregated damping value at higher aspect ratio in Fig. 15 we select two designs at aspect ratio 5.235 and 5.706. Damping and frequency plots for these designs are shown in Figs. 18a and 18c , respectively. The increase in damping is caused by the bifurcated mode 1 where, for the higher aspect ratio design, bifurcation occurs at a lower velocity. Additionally, the damping is shown with the constraint curve in Fig. 18b where the bifurcated mode 1, at the higher aspect ratio design, is close to crossing into the unstable region. This is why the blanked out region in Fig. 14b at higher aspect ratio is larger than the one without it active. The effect of the constraint curve on the design is that is will push the bifurcated mode further into the damping region. Thus, in order to be flutter free (as indicated by Fig. 14b ) a thicker plate is needed, which will increases the wing stiffness resulting in a more robust design.
Optimization results
In this section we present the results from the optimization problem presented in Section 2. The baseline and optimized plate flutter and divergence characteristics are presented in Fig. 19 and the optimized modes and mode shapes are shown in Fig. 20 . Inspecting the mode migration in Fig. 19a we see that mode 1 is the critical mode, the active mode, where it lies close up to the constraint curve. However, no mode is close to being active for the chosen flight conditions, and has been pushed out of the range considered. This indicates that the diverging mode is driving the design in the optimization. Similarly, Fig. 19b shows that the optimized wing has better overall frequency separation than the baseline. The optimized mode shapes given in Fig. 20 are found to be the same as the baseline i.e. in order, 1 st bending, 2 nd bending, 1 st torsion and 3 rd bending. Figure 21 shows the major iterations that the optimizer took in the left figure. The optimum aspect ratio and thickness is AR * = 6 and t * = 0.00166 m, respectively. The maximum range (objective) is found to be -4.8192 units and has increased by 60%. The right plot in the figure compares the baseline and optimized planforms are compared. Table 7 compares the numerical values of the thickness, aspect ration, and range. The flutter and divergence free optimized geometry has an increased aspect ration of 82%, increasing the range by 60%, despite making the structure (plate) 38% thicker. Figure 22 shows the convergence history for of the optimization. Minimum feasibility and optimality was specified as < 1e −6 and was reached in both cases. Exceptional feasibility is demonstrated as it reaches machine zero. 
V. Conclusions
In this work an in-house efficient and robust flutter analysis method was developed, implemented and verified using commercial software. Formulation of a continuous flutter and divergence constraint suitable for gradient based optimization is developed and implemented. Sensitivities of the proposed flutter analysis and constraint is computed accurately and efficiently using a combination of analytic methods (adjoint) and automatic differentiation in reverse, which scale with the number of outputs, in contrast to methods such as finite-difference, complex-step or forward mode AD which all scale with the number of inputs. This enables us to perform an optimization of problems with tens or hundreds of design variables. Sensitivities of the flutter constraint, with respect to all design variables, is thus evaluated using only one evaluation. Furthermore, modes shapes are considered to be a function of the design variables and are differentiated accordingly. This is in contrast to other works which consider fixed mode shapes resulting in potentially incorrect sensitivities, in particular when considering planform optimization. The proposed flutter constraint is demonstrated on an idealized wing using a truly multidisciplinary objective, the Breguet range equation, by maximizing range. Range is increased by 60% while maintaining a divergence and flutter free design. 
